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Bastard Fingers are a five piece punk rock band from Oxford,

England, that formed in 2007. The band is made up of
guitarists Gemma Muriel and Finn Wardlaw, keyboardist/vocals

Dave Dickin and drummer/vocalist/bassist Sarah Copeland.
History Originally formed in 2007 by singer-guitarist Finn

Wardlaw, the band's original lineup was completed by
drummer Jo Francis and bassist/keyboardist Sarah Copeland.
The band signed to Music for Pleasure and released the EP

Waves in February 2010, a title also used for the band's debut
album. The EP contains the song "Reaching Out to You", the
lead single for the album, released digitally and physically in
May 2010. The debut album was recorded in Oxford, initially
with producer Charlie Benjamin (Yeasayer, Courteeners, the

Gutter Twins), before evolving into a more self-recorded affair
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with producer James Sanger (The Stands, Giles Brunt, Ido). The
Bastard Fingers' debut album, You've Stolen My Heart, was
released on 29 March 2011 in the UK, and 22 April in the

United States. The album made the Sunday Times Top Ten
Albums Chart and spent 8 weeks in the Indie Album Chart top

40. It received critical acclaim, being awarded four stars in
Drowned in Sound, and was featured in NME as one of their

Top 40 British albums. You've Stolen My Heart was also
selected as one of the best albums of 2011 by The Guardian.

"You've Stolen My Heart is as intoxicating as the best
distillation of the sweeter end of British hardcore punk, the
stuff that made the likes of the Buzzcocks of the world so

great. It's smart, it's vicious, it's catchy, it's fun, and it's very,
very good." -Louise Black
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